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ABSTRACT

Convective and rainfall properties of tropical cyclones (TCs) are statistically quantified by using Tropical

RainfallMeasuringMission (TRMM) data fromDecember 1997 toDecember 2008. A semimanual method is

used to divide the TC raining area into inner core (IC), inner rainband (IB), and outer rainband (OB) regions.

Precipitation features (PFs) within these regions are compared for their convective vigor and rainfall char-

acteristics based on passivemicrowave, infrared, radar, and lightning properties. Strong convective signatures

are generally found more often in precipitation features in the IC region, less often in the IB region, and least

often in theOB regionwhen examining features with sizes greater than 1000 km2. However, at the very strong

end of the convective spectrum, the magnitude of ice scattering signatures in OB features tends to be com-

parable and even stronger than that in IC features. The flash density when normalized by the raining area is

about 2–3 times higher in IC features than that in OB features for all TCs except for category-1–2 hurricanes,

in which the flash density is comparable for IC andOB features. The flash count per raining area in IB features

is a factor of 2 (4) lower than that in OB (IC) features for all TC intensity categories on average. This confirms

the bimodal radial distribution of flash density as suggested by previous studies. However, instead of a weaker

maximum in the IC region and a stronger maximum in the OB region, this study finds a stronger maximum in

the IC region and a weaker maximum in the OB region.

1. Introduction

Observations of tropical cyclones (TCs) are limited

because they spend most of their lifetime over open

oceans. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

(TRMM) satellite marks the first time that TCs in all

ocean basins can be viewed by a high-resolution preci-

pitation radar from orbit. After 13 full years of successful

operation, TRMM measurements from the TRMM Mi-

crowave Imager (TMI), Precipitation Radar (PR), Visi-

ble and Infrared Scanner (VIRS), and Lightning Imaging

Sensor (LIS) have provided invaluable sources of data for

the study of TC structure, intensity, and intensity change.

The convective and precipitation structure in different

regions of TCs is a fundamental and important piece of

information for the TC research community. Observa-

tional and modeling studies (Schubert and Hack 1982;

Hendricks et al. 2004; Kelley et al. 2004; Montgomery

et al. 2006; Reasor et al. 2009; Guimond et al. 2010;

Rogers 2010; Montgomery and Smith 2011; Jiang 2012)

have linked deep convection with TC intensification in

general and rapid intensification in particular. Satellite-

based inner core areal mean rainfall and ice scattering

signatures have also been linked with future TC intensity

(e.g., Rao and MacArthur 1994; Cecil and Zipser 1999).

Current TC simulations usually produce unrealistic storm

rainfall and convective structures because of incorrect

microphysics schemes. Satellite-based, long-term statis-

tics of the convective and precipitation structure of TCs
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will help TC researchers better understand the impor-

tance of convection to storm development and help

modelers improve their TC simulations, therefore im-

proving TC prediction.

It has been documented that convective systems over

tropical oceans, including TCs, generally produce weaker

vertical motions and have weaker convective intensity

than their continental counterparts (LeMone and Zipser

1980; Jorgensen and LeMone 1989; Lucas et al. 1994).

Observations of convective activity over the ocean in-

dicate that there are sharp decreases in radar reflectivity

above the melting layer (Szoke et al. 1986; Black et al.

1996; Cecil et al. 2002), modest passive microwave ice

scattering signatures (Cecil and Zipser 1999, 2002), and

relatively low lightning flash rates (Black et al. 1986;

Samsury andOrville 1994;Molinari et al. 1999; Cecil et al.

2002; Toracinta et al. 2002). The likelihood of a pre-

cipitation feature having lightning is 40 times greater over

land than over ocean (Cecil et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2011).

In contrast, Heymsfield et al. (2010) argued that many

biases in measurements of convective intensity (e.g.,

strength of updrafts) have often been related to the field

experiment, cloud penetration safety issues, the specific

aircraft used for the studies, and the type of instrumen-

tation. They studied deep convection cases over land and

ocean in the tropics and subtropics using high-resolution

measurements of vertical velocities in intense convection

from the nadir-viewing high-altitude Earth Resources-2

(ER-2) Doppler radar (EDOP). They found that strong

updrafts (between 15 and 30 m s21 with a few exceeding

30 m s21) exist in all their cases and land-based storms

only had slightly stronger updrafts than the oceanic and

tropical cyclone convection cases. Heysmfield et al. note

that most of their oceanic and tropical cyclone cases were

near coasts, where satellite data suggest stronger con-

vection than farther out over the oceans. On the other

hand, their land cases do not cover the strong end of the

continental spectrum.

In terms of the convective intensity in different re-

gions of TCs, Szoke et al. (1986) found that the mean

radar reflectivity profiles are similar above the freezing

level for convective cells in hurricane rainbands and in

general tropical oceanic rainfall systems, but the mean

eyewall reflectivity profile above the freezing level

shows stronger convective intensity. Jorgensen et al.

(1985) and Black et al. (1996) found that inner rainbands

exhibit weaker updraft magnitudes than do eyewalls.

Cecil et al. (2002) and Cecil and Zipser (2002) showed

that the convective cores within the eyewall region have

the highest reflectivity compared with those in the inner

and outer rainbands. In terms of ice scattering signa-

tures derived frommicrowave observations, Cecil et al.

(2002) demonstrated that the eyewall region has a higher

percentage of samples with depressed 85- and 37-GHz

polarization corrected brightness temperatures (PCTs;

Spencer et al. 1989; Cecil et al. 2002) than both the inner

rainband and outer rainband regions. However, Cecil

et al. (2002) and Cecil and Zipser (2002) used only 1 yr of

TRMMdata including 261 overpasses of 45 hurricanes or

strong tropical storms with distinguishable eyewalls.

Weaker-intensity storms, that is, weak tropical storms

and tropical depressions, are not included in these stud-

ies. The main purpose of this study is to quantitatively

compare convective and rainfall characteristics in the

inner core, inner rainband, and outer rainband regions for

a large variety of TCs in different intensity stages.

A smaller lightning flash density in the inner rainband

region compared to the rest of the hurricane has been

found by Molinari et al. (1999) using data from the

National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) and

was confirmed by Cecil et al. (2002) using TRMM LIS

data and also by Abarca et al. (2011) using the World

Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) data.

However, some opposite results have been found by

Yokoyama and Takayabu (2008; using TRMM data)

and DeMaria et al. (2012; using WWLLN data), who

suggested that the lightning density decreases mono-

tonically with a radius out to 500–1000 km. Molinari

et al. (1999) determined that eyewall cloud-to-ground

flash densities show a relatively weak maximum and

that outer rainband cloud-to-ground flash densities show

a relatively strong maximum. In contrast, Cecil et al.

(2002) found that total (intracloud, cloud to cloud, and

cloud to ground) lightning flash densities in the eyewall

region and outer rainband region, normalized by the

total precipitation area, are similar and 4 times greater

than in the inner rainband region. Cecil et al. (2002) hy-

pothesized that this difference might be due to de-

ficiencies in the sample size, which could be a significant

source of uncertainty in either study. Molinari et al.

(1999) used the continuous coverage of NLDN for 9

Atlantic basin hurricane samples, while Cecil et al. (2002)

used 1 yr of TRMM satellite data, which include 261

overpasses (snapshots) of 45 hurricanes. Another hy-

pothesis is that the ratio of in-cloud to cloud-to-ground

flashes might increase in the inner core region. Abarca

et al. (2011) refuted this hypothesis by comparing the

WWLLN (which measures some in-cloud flashes) and

NLDN (which does not target in-cloud flashes) data.

However, as a result of the very low detection efficiency

of WWLLN, the question about how lightning flashes

distribute in different TC regions remains unsolved.

Studies have shown that TCs contain relatively little

lightning compared to tropical continental features

(Toracinta et al. 2002; Cecil et al. 2002). The likelihood

of a precipitation feature (PF) having lightning is 40
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times greater over land than over ocean (Cecil et al.

2005; Liu et al. 2011).

As summarized in DeMaria et al. (2012), total light-

ning measurements are needed in TCs to provide the

most information concerning the convective evolution

and related intensity and structure changes. The LIS on

TRMM has continued to provide total lightning mea-

surements since 1998 (Christian et al. 1992, 1999). The

lightning detection efficiency of LIS is estimated to

range between about 70% during daytime and 90% at

night (Boccippio et al. 2002). Although LIS only pro-

vides snapshots of lightning locations and cannot be

used to study the evolution of individual storms, it can

be used to provide climatologies of lightning in TCs

through compositing approaches as done by Cecil et al.

(2002) using 1 yr of TRMM data.

In this study, a much larger database is used to quan-

titatively compare convective and rainfall characteristics

including lightning properties in distinct TC regions for

different TC intensity categories including tropical de-

pressions (TDs), tropical storms (TSs), and category-1–2

(CAT12) and category-3–5 (CAT35) hurricanes. The

data used here include over 5000 TC overpasses of about

900 TCs during December 1997–December 2008 from

the TRMM Tropical Cyclone Precipitation Feature

(TCPF) database (Jiang et al. 2011). Properties to be in-

vestigated include the TRMM-derived 85- and 37-GHz

PCTs, infrared (IR) 11-mm brightness temperature, rain

rate, raining area, reflectivity profiles, and lightning. The

TC inner core, inner rainband, and outer rainband re-

gions are divided subjectively by using a semimanual

method adapted from Cecil et al. [2002 (CZN02)]. This

study is mainly a continuation of the work of CZN02, but

the statistics to be presented will include and compare

TCs in different intensity stages instead of only examin-

ing stronger storms as in CZN02.

2. Data and methodology

The data used in this study include observations from

TRMM. The TRMMsatellite was launched inNovember

of 1997 (Simpson et al. 1988) and remains operational at

the time of this writing. During August 2001 its altitude

was boosted from 350 to 402 km to reduce drag and

therefore increase its lifetime in orbit. The TMI has

a 760-km swath width before the TRMM boost and

878-km swath width after boost. The PR has a much

narrower swath width (215 km before the TRMM

boost and 247 km after). Both TMI and PR swath data

are used in this study to maximize the sample size and

use the unique 3D observations from the radar. For a

more detailed description of TRMM sensors, please

refer to CZN02.

a. TC region separation methodology

The TC region categorizations used in this study fol-

low the three distinct TC regions that were subjectively

identified by CZN02 using TRMM TMI and PR obser-

vations. These categories are 1) the eyewall region,

2) the inner rainband region, and 3) the outer rainband

region. The eyewall region is a quasi-circular band of

precipitating clouds around the storm circulation center

that slopes outward with height. In CZN02, only hurri-

canes or tropical storms with distinguishable eyewalls

seen by the PR were included. In contrast, this study

includes all intensity stages of TCs that reached the

tropical storm intensity level or above at least once in

their lifetime. Therefore, each individual TRMM over-

pass included here could be at either tropical depression,

tropical storm, or hurricane stage. In the cases of low-

intensity TCswithout a discernible eye, and therefore no

eyewall, near-center convection is included. Therefore,

this category is defined as the inner core (IC) instead of

the eyewall region in this study. The purpose of including

TCs with no defined eyewalls is to allow comparisons of

convective properties across the whole spectrum of storm

intensity. The IC region includes complete eyewalls, in-

complete or partial eyewalls, concentric eyewalls, and

near-center convection for storms without an eye. Similar

to CZN02, the outer boundary of IC is identified by the

outer edge of the horizontal gradient of reflectivity or

85/37-GHz PCT (which indicates ice scattering). The in-

ner rainband (IB) region includes banded or bloblike

precipitation immediately outside of the IC boundary. It

usually extends from the IC boundary outward about

100 km, and is usually bounded on the outside by a rain-

free region adjacent to the outer rainband. The outer

rainband (OB) region includes outward spiraling banded

precipitation and any precipitation features associated

with the cyclone located beyond about 150–200 km from

the storm center. The outer boundary of the OB is de-

termined by the farthest distance that all TC precipitation

features extend, or at most 500 km from the center of the

TC to the center of the precipitation feature. Storm

center locations are linearly interpolated from the ‘‘best

track’’ data. Please see section 2b for details about the

best track data and the definition of TCPFs.

More than 12 000 TRMMoverpasses of 940 TCs from

December 1997 through December 2008 are subdivided

into IC, IB, and OB regions (collectively referred to as

TC regions) by subjectively analyzing gradient and tran-

sition zones in TMI and PR orbital data. Radial limits for

each TC region are assigned with the aid of concentric

circles. Each assigned radial limit is rounded to 5 km.

This TC region separation procedure is partially an ex-

tension of CZN02, who hand traced TC regions for 261
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TRMM-observed TC overpasses from December 1997

through December 1998. Since it is nearly impossible to

hand trace about 50 times more data used in this study,

the present work instead uses circles to define TC re-

gional boundaries. Defining a TC region is not a clear-cut

process, so several guidelines are employed. For example,

the partial extension of asymmetric IC convection into

the designated IB region is sometimes inevitable. In such

instances, the IC boundary is usually extended farther

out radially, which then makes the IC subject to IB

contamination, and also drives up the mean IC radius.

However, if the tail end of the strong IC band of con-

vection extends far enough out so that the majority of

the lightly raining IB bands would end up in the IC,

then the radius of IC convection would be truncated

such that the IB would be subject to IC contamination.

Note that this becomes more of an issue when looking

at maximum and minimum PF properties. As involved

in any subjective method, errors or biases could be in-

troduced because of the subjective procedure. How-

ever, since we used the convective structure from the

horizontal fields of radar reflectivity and passive mi-

crowave ice scattering, the subjective separation of IC,

IB, and OB regions can take the different storm sizes

into account and is better than using a fixed radius to

define these regions for all TCs.

Similar to CZN02, both the PR reflectivity and TMI

85/37-GHz ice scattering signatures are used as TC re-

gion discriminators. However, this study includes over-

passes in which the PR data are not available to cover

the TC inner core region because of the narrow swath of

the PR. Observations beyond the PR swath increase the

sample size of this study dramatically. For example, the

IC region was completely captured by the TMI swath for

about 56% of all the TMI TC overpasses used in this

study and only 8% of all the PR TC overpasses by the

PR swath. The IC region was entirely missed by the PR

swath for 67% of the total PR sample, and for 28% of

the total TMI sample. Therefore, two datasets are used

in this study: 1) the PR swath only (to use the unique

observations of the vertical profiles of radar reflectivity),

and 2) the TMI swath only (to have a very large sample

size). For those cases beyond the PR swath, the most

useful discriminator is the 85-GHz PCT because of its

sensitivity to precipitation-sized ice particles that are

characteristically present in strong IC updrafts. The

37-GHz PCT images are also used to do the separation.

Figure 1 shows an example of the partition of IC, IB,

and OB regions for Typhoon Namtheun (2004). This

overpass is ideal because it passes directly over the TC

center and the precipitation is roughly concentric. In the

PR near-surface reflectivity and maximum reflectivity

projection panels (Figs. 1a,b), the eyewall is a perfect

ring shape around the TC center with more than 40-dBZ

reflectivity in the southwest half of the ring. This ring

extends to about a 40-km radius in radar images. This

convection is encircled by an echo-free annulus between

40- and 60-km radii. However, in the TMI 85-GHz PCT

image (Fig. 1c), the eyewall convection as indicated by a

250-K PCT contour is in half-ring shape and extends up

to a 50-km radius. In the 37-GHz PCT image (Fig. 1d),

the eyewall convection as indicated by a 270-K PCT

contour appears as a convective blob and extends to a

60-km radius. Therefore, the IC boundary is determined

as 60 km in this case to be consistent with both PR and

TMI observations. The IB region consists of secondary

lines of precipitation, $35-dBZ reflectivities, and de-

pressed PCTs inward of 150 km. The OB region lies be-

tween 150 and 570 km, where deep convective cells are

embedded in outward spiraling rainbands.

The mean and standard deviations of the radial extent

of IC, IB, and OB regions are given in Table 1 for all

11 yr of TRMM TC overpasses used in this study. The

mean extents of the IC, IB, and OB are 82, 162, and

502 km, respectively. CZN02 reported that the mean

radii of their eyewall, IB, and OB regions were 50, 135,

and 350 km, respectively, which are all smaller than

what we determined here. The discrepancy is mainly due

to the fact that CZN02’s sample included only mature

TCs with well-defined eyewalls, whereas this study in-

cludes all near-center convection, even for disorganized

systems. Additionally, CZN02 used both PR and TMI

data inside the PR swath, but this study includes all TMI

data in a wider swath where radar observations may or

may not be available.

b. The TRMM TCPF database

Precipitation features were defined by grouping con-

tiguous pixels based on certain criteria as observed by

TRMM (Nesbitt et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2008). A variety of

different criteria are used to define PFs. For example,

Nesbitt et al. (2000) selected contiguous areas with near-

surface reflectivity equal or greater than 20 dBZ or

85-GHz PCT equal or less than 250 K as PFs. As men-

tioned above, both PR-swath-only and TMI-swath-only

data are used in this study. Therefore, two types of pre-

cipitation feature definitions are used (Table 2): one in

the TMI swath with 2A12 (Kummerow et al. 1996) rain

rate greater than zero (TTPF) and one in the PR swath

with 2A25 (Iguchi et al. 2009) rain rate greater than

zero (RPFs).

The TRMM Tropical Cyclone Precipitation Feature

(Jiang et al. 2011) database includes all PFs that are

associated with TCs. To be qualified as a TCPF, the

distance between the TC center and the PF center has to

be less than 500 km. Storm center locations are linearly
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interpolated from the best track database, which is an

archived 6-h postanalysis product from the National

Hurricane Center (NHC) for TCs in the North Atlantic

and eastern North Pacific basins and from the Joint Ty-

phoon Warning Center (JTWC) for TCs in other basins.

The basic size criterion of TCPFs is at minimum four

pixels for PR swath features (RPFs) and one pixel for

TMI swath features (TTPFs).

A series of storm parameters are calculated from the

best track information, including the land/ocean flag of

the TC center at the time of TRMM observations and 6,

12, 18, and 24 h in the future, the storm 24-h future in-

tensity change, and the current and 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-h

future flag of the extratropical cyclone (EC). The EC flag

is from best track data. The level-2 TRMM TCPF data

also include the statistical parameters from measure-

ments and retrievals from TRMM TMI, PR, VIRS, and

LIS. Specific details of parameters available in each

TCPF in level-2 data and collocation methods can be

found in Liu et al. (2008) and Jiang et al. (2011). The

convective intensity proxies used in this study are selected

fromTCPF level-2 statistical parameters (see section 2d).

FIG. 1. Horizontal plan view of (a) PR near-surface reflectivity (dBZ), (b) PRmaximum reflectivity projection (dBZ), (c) 85-GHz PCT

(K), and (d) 37-GHz PCT (K) observed by TRMM for Typhoon Namtheun in the northwest Pacific basin at 2100 UTC 26 Jul 2004. The

270-K contour of 37-GHz PCT and 250-K contour of 85-GHz PCT are indicated in (c) and (d), respectively. The dashed line in (a)–(d) is

the edge of the PR swath. Thin gray circles represent 30-km increments radially outward from the TC center and thick black circles

represent 150-km increments radially outward from the TC center. Red circles indicate the outer edges of the IC, IB, and OB boundaries.
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c. Selection of TRMM overpasses and TCPFs

In this study, the 11-yr TRMMTCPF database is used

to analyze TCs based on precipitation features. Using

the recorded IC, IB, and OB radii (see section 2a) for

each satellite TC overpass, TCPFs are assigned to the

TC region in which they occur. If a feature crosses one

regional boundary (two regional boundaries), then it is

split into two (three) features. Features are included

only if both the parent TC center and the feature center

are over ocean. As mentioned in section 2a, more than

12 000 TRMM TC overpasses from 940 TCs during

1998–2008 are manually processed to separate IC, IB,

and OB regions. Because of the limited swath width of

TRMM TMI and PR, not all TRMM TC overpasses

captured the storm or individual regions in full. To ensure

a quality sample, if the instrument (either PR or TMI)

captured a TC region (IC, IB, or OB) less than a per-

centage threshold, the sample is removed. The TMI

swath must have observed the IC (IB, OB) region at

100% (100%, 60%) for IC (IB, OB) TTPFs to be used.

The PR swathmust have observed the IC (IB,OB) region

at 80% (70%, 30%) for IC (IB,OB)RPFs to be used. The

approximate capture percentages are estimated sub-

jectively by visual inspection. After applying for these

restrictions, the total number of TTPFs (RPFs) is 50 923

(77 044). There are a lot of small PFs in the sample. To

concentrate our statistics on large PFs only, a further size

restriction is applied for both TTPFs and RPFs. That is,

only large PFs with raining area$1000 km2 are included.

Table 3 gives the number of TTPFs and RPFs and the

number of corresponding TRMM orbits and TCs for this

large PF sample. The geographic distributions of the se-

lected TRMM TMI and PR overpasses for these large

PFs are given in Fig. 2.

d. Selection of TRMM parameters

Brightness temperatures at 85- and 37-GHz chan-

nels reflect the scattering of upwelled radiation by

precipitation-sized frozen hydrometeors, which reduce

the background brightness temperature. The PCTs at 85

and 37 GHz are defined to remove the ambiguity be-

tween low brightness temperatures due to ice scattering

and due to low sea surface emissivity (Spencer et al. 1989;

CZN02).Magnitudes of temperature depressions depend

on ice particle number densities and size distributions

(with respect to wavelength). Compared to the 85-GHz

PCT, the 37-GHz PCT is more sensitive to large rather

than small ice particles. Therefore, low values of mini-

mum 85-GHz PCT tend to indicate a large ice water path

while low values of minimum 37-GHz PCT tend to in-

dicate the presence of larger ice particles. As pointed out

by Mohr and Zipser (1996a,b), the 250-K, 85-GHz PCT

is considered an indicator of moderate rain. Previous

studies (McGaughey et al. 1996; Mohr and Zipser

1996a,b; Nesbitt and Zipser 2003) also suggested that

85-GHz PCT , 225 K can be used as a convective cri-

terion. In this study, both the minimum 85/37-GHz PCT

and percentage of pixels with 85-GHz PCT, 250 K and

225 K are used as convective/rainfall proxies.

The traditional method of defining deep convection

from IR data is calculating the number of pixels with

brightness temperatures colder than a given threshold.

The major limitation of IR TB as a convective intensity

proxy is related to the cirrus contamination. Since here

the PF is grouped by a PR 2A25 or TMI 2A12 near-

surface rain rate greater than zero, the cirrus contami-

nation is reduced in this study. The minimum TB11 here

indicates how high a convective cloud can reach.

Radar reflectivity depends on hydrometeor phase and

the sixth power of hydrometeor diameter for Rayleigh

scattering. Reflectivity, therefore, responds preferen-

tially to the largest particles in a sample volume. High

reflectivities below the freezing level indicate a large

liquid water content, while high values above the freezing

level indicate supercooled liquid raindrops or large ice

particles, which can only reach those altitudes by sub-

stantial updrafts. Without strong updrafts, reflectivity

TABLE 1. The mean and standard deviation radial extent of each

TC region.

Radii Mean (km) Std dev (km)

IC 82 18

IB 162 27

OB 502 129

TABLE 2. Excerpt of RPF and TTPF descriptions from Jiang et al.

(2011).

Acronyms Definitions Criteria

Precipitation

Features

RPF PR feature

in PR swath

2A25 rainfall rate.0

TTPF TMI feature

in TMI swath

2A12 rainfall rate.0

TABLE 3. The number of large TTPFs and RPFs (raining area

$1000 km2) and the number of corresponding TRMM orbits and

TCs for IC, IB, and OB regions, respectively.

IC IB OB Total

TTPF No. of large PFs 3332 4615 15 464 23 411

No. of orbits 3204 3862 5282 5532

No. of TCs 855 869 881 900

RPF No. of large PFs 1243 1262 7476 9981

No. of orbits 1124 958 2690 2984

No. of TCs 596 553 752 833
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decreases rapidly with height above the freezing level

(Zipser and LeMone 1980; Szoke et al. 1986).

Lightning requires large electric fields produced by

charge separation processes within a cloud. A variety of

evidence strongly suggests that a graupel–ice mecha-

nism is dominant for electrical charge separation with

sufficient magnitude to produce lightning [see reviews

by Rakov and Uman (2003) and Saunders (2008)]. In

this mechanism the electric charge is separated by col-

lisions between precipitation particles (graupel) and

cloud particles (small ice crystals) in the presence of

supercooled liquid water (Takahashi 1978; Berdeklis

and List 2001; Takahashi and Miyawaki 2002). The

likelihood of strong electric fields capable of producing

lightning is therefore contingent upon both the ability of

an updraft core to loft liquid droplets into the mixed-

phase region and the supply of liquid hydrometeors, ice

crystals, and graupel. Supercooled liquid water in a hur-

ricane, especially in the inner core region, is rare because

it is quickly scavenged by the abundance of ice being

horizontally redistributed about the cyclone vortex

(Black and Hallett 1986). The preferred location for

electrification may then be the outer rainbands of a hur-

ricane where the environmental conditions are similar to

the background non-TC environment, compared to the

inner core (Molinari et al. 1994; Cecil et al. 2002).

In summary, parameters selected for the analysis of

both TMI and PR swath features include total flash

counts and lightning flash rate. Parameters selected for

the analysis of features in the TMI swath only (TTPFs)

include minimum 85/37-GHz PCT, minimum 11-mm

brightness temperature TB11, percentage of pixels with

85-GHz PCT , 250, 225 K, 2A12 rain rate, and 2A12

raining area (e.g., PF size). Parameters selected for the

analysis of features in the PR swath only (RPFs) include

the 2A25 rain rate and vertical profile ofmaximum radar

reflectivity.

3. Results and discussion

a. TMI and VIRS: Brightness temperatures
and 2A12 rainfall

TTPFs (within TMI swath) are used in this section to

compare convective and rainfall characteristics among

IC, IB, and OB precipitation features. Figure 3 presents

the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of mini-

mum 85- and 37-GHz PCTs, minimum IR TB11 feature

size (raining area), percentage of pixels with 85-GHz

PCT, 250 and 225 K, and TMI 2A12 conditional mean

rain rate in large TTPFs in the IC, IB, and OB regions

for different storm intensity categories (i.e., category-

3–5 hurricane, category-1–2 hurricane, tropical storm,

and tropical depression). IC features generally have

colder minimum 85-GHz PCTs than IB andOB features

for each storm intensity category (Fig. 3a). The median

value of minimum 85-GHz PCT for IC features is lower

than that for IB features, which is lower than that for OB

features. As expected, the median value of minimum

85-GHz PCT for IC and IB regions decreases as the

storm intensity increases. However, at the stronger end

of the convective spectrum with minimum 85-GHz PCTs

less than;140 K for IC features and less than;190 K for

IB features, the gap between intensity categories narrows

and eventually the order switches. There are 7.0% of IC

features with minimum 85-GHz PCTs, 100 K in the TS

category, 3.7% in TD, 2.0% in CAT12, and only 0.8% in

CAT35 categories. This implies that extremely strong

FIG. 2. Locations of TRMM TC overpasses containing (a) large TTPFs and (b) large RPFs.

Overpasses containing IC, IB, and OB PFs are indicated separately by different colors. (Please

see text for details about the selection of large TTPFs and RPFs.)
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convection is more often seen in TSs and TDs than in

hurricanes. Another interesting finding is that no differ-

ence in the distribution of minimum 85-GHz PCT is seen

for OB features among CAT12, TS, and TD storms, al-

though CAT35 OB features do have stronger ice scat-

tering signatures.

Mohr and Zipser (1996a,b) used an SSM/I 85-GHz

PCT of 225 K to indicate convection. On average for all

storm intensity categories, approximately 43% of OB

features have aminimum 85-GHz PCT falling below this

threshold, as do 71% of IB features and 79% of IC

features. Although CZN02 suggested that IC features

usually produce strong ice scattering signatures more

often than IB and OB features, they also suggested that

the distributions for IB and OB features become more

like those of the eyewall region after removing small

features. However, Fig. 3a indicates that feature distri-

butions in the IC region are still very different from those

for IB and OB regions, even with the current 1000-km2

size restriction.

The IB feature distribution shown in Fig. 3a may be

skewed toward lower PCTs from IC contamination

(even with the 1000-km2 size restriction). Contrarily, the

OB feature distribution is assuredly skewed toward

higher temperatures from the high population of small

(Fig. 3d) and warm features that have been acknowl-

edged as characteristic of this region (Cecil et al. 2002;

Cecil and Zipser 2002). Upon closer inspection of the

stronger end of the convective spectrum, particularly

with minimum 85-GHz PCT, 150 K, it is found that IC

features in all TC intensity categories still have the

highest percentage (;30% on average) of minimum

85-GHz PCTs below 150 K, while the percentages in IB

features in TSs and TDs and OB features all TC inten-

sity categories are comparable to each other and about

a factor of 2 fewer than that in IC. The percentages of

hurricane IB features with minimum 85-GHz PCTs

below 150 K are the lowest, as found by CZN02, which

is consistent with the lightning study by Molinari et al.

(1999).

FIG. 3. CDFs of (a) minimum 85-GHz PCT, (b) minimum 37-GHz PCT, (c) minimum TB11,

(d) feature size (raining area), (e) percentage of pixels with 85-GHz PCT , 250 K, (f) per-

centage of pixels with 85-GHz PCT , 225 K, and (g) TMI 2A12 conditionally averaged rain

rate for IC, IB, and OB TTPFs.
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A more strict restriction is applied as follows to

compare the strongest portions of the convective spec-

trum in features in the IC, IB, and OB regions: meso-

scale convective system (MCS) TTPFs are defined for

features containing a 2000-km2 area of 85-GHz PCT less

than 250 K and a 200-km2 area less than 225 K. This

follows the MCS definitions used by Mohr and Zipser

(1996a) and Nesbitt et al. (2000). CDFs of minimum

85-GHz PCT in MCS TTPFs in the IC, IB, and OB re-

gions (not shown) indicate that with minimum 85-GHz

PCT $ 110 K, the OB region produces strong ice scat-

tering slightly more often than the IC region, but much

more often than the IB region. Median values are ap-

proximately 148, 152, and 175 K in OB, IC, and IB re-

gions, respectively. However, in those parts of the plots

with minimum 85-GHz PCT# 110 K, features in the IC

region produce strong ice scattering slightly more often

than those in the OB region. This indicates that in the

strongest convective spectrum, the convective intensity

achieved in the IC region is similar to that achieved in

theOB region, and is much greater than that achieved in

the IB region.

Median minimum 37-GHz PCT values among TC

regions have a much narrower spread (Fig. 3b). The

median value of minimum 37-GHz PCT for IC features

is lower than that for IB features, which is lower than

that for OB features. In general, the median value of

minimum 37-GHz PCT for each TC region decreases as

the storm intensity increases. On average, the IC region

has ;25% of its TTPFs with a minimum 37-GHz PCT

below 250 K, while the IB and OB have only 10%. This

implies that updrafts in the IC region are often strong

enough to produce large ice hydrometeors. At the

colder end of the plots, minimum 37-GHz PCT CDFs

show similar characteristics to those in the distributions

of minimum 85-GHz PCT (Fig. 3a) for the differences

among IC, IB, and OB regions.

The minimum TB11 is a good indicator of cloud-top

height. Figure 3c shows that the cloud-top heights of IC

TTPFs are slightly higher than those in IB TTPFs, which

are much higher than those in OB TTPFs for each TC

intensity category. Also in each TC region, the IR cloud-

top height increases as storm intensity increases. Note

that IB minimum TB11 should be especially contami-

nated by IC clouds that are sloped outward.

The difference in feature size is enormous among IC,

IB, and OB TTPFs (Fig. 3d). In general, the OB region

has a much higher percentage of relatively small fea-

tures than the IC and IB regions. The IB region has

a higher percentage of large features than the IC andOB

regions. Generally, the IC and IB feature size increases

as storm intensity increases, but there is no difference in

OB feature size for different TC intensities.

Minimum brightness temperatures are extreme values

that represent just one pixel in a PF. The percentage of

an area satisfying a given PCT threshold is perhaps

a more appropriate convective proxy. Figures 3e,f in-

dicate that IC TTPFs contain a larger percentage of area

with 85-GHz PCT , 250 and 225 K, followed by IB,

then OB TTPFs for each TC intensity category. As TC

intensity increases, the percentage of moderate raining

area (as indicated by 85-GHz PCT , 250 K) in IC, IB,

and OB TTPFs also increases respectively (Fig. 3e). The

relationship with storm intensity also holds for the per-

centage of convective area (as indicated by 85-GHz

PCT , 225 K) in IC features, but is not seen in IB and

OB features (Fig. 3f). On average for all storm inten-

sities, at median, one-quarter of the IC feature area is

composed of pixels with 85-GHz PCT , 250 K, 16% of

the IB feature area, and 5% of the OB feature area. This

is similar to Cecil et al. (2002), who found that on av-

erage, 45% (37%, 28%) of eyewall (inner rainband,

outer rainband) pixels have 85-GHz PCT # 250 K. In

this study, it is also found that approximately 25% (35%,

61%) of IC (IB, OB) features have either no or less than

0.5% area with pixels having 85-GHz PCT , 225 K.

Overall, features from the IC region have a higher per-

centage of area that meets the convective threshold of

225 K than features from the IB and OB regions. When

plotting the percentage of pixels with 85-GHz PCT ,
200 (not shown), the IB (IC) TTPFs produce strong ice

scattering least (most) often.

Figure 3g shows theCDFs of theTMI 2A12 conditional

mean rain rate for IC, IB, and OB features. IC features

produce the highest conditionalmean rain rates, followed

by the IB and OB region features for each TC intensity

category. Also, as storm intensity increases, the rain rate

in IC and IB features increases accordingly. But in OB

features, rain-rate distributions are almost identical

among different intensity categories. This is consistent

with previous studies that found that an azimuthally

mean rain rate within an ;300-km radius from the

storm center increases as storm intensity increases but

converges for all storm intensity categories beyond an

;300-km radius (Lonfat et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2008).

b. PR: Vertical profiles of radar reflectivity
and 2A25 rainfall

RPFs (within PR swath) are used in this section to

compare convective and rainfall characteristics among

IC, IB, and OB precipitation features in different storm

intensities. To compare the vertical profiles of radar

reflectivity in IC, IB, and OB regions, the median and

90th percentile profiles of maximum radar reflectivity

for large RPFs are derived from the PR swath dataset

and plotted in Figs. 4a,b. From Fig. 4a, the median
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heights of the 20-dBZ echoes are ;11–12, ;10, and

;9 km in IC, IB, and OB RPFs, respectively, while the

median maximum near-surface reflectivities are 44–47,

43–44, and 41–43 dBZ in IC, IB, and OB RPFs, re-

spectively. As storm intensity increases, the median

profile in IC features shows larger maximum radar re-

flectivity values in all levels in general. But for IB and

OB features, the relationship of radar reflectivity to

storm intensity is not obvious. As seen in Fig. 4b, the top

10% of the 20-dBZ echo height in IC RPFs is about

1–2 km higher than that in IB and OB RPFs for each

storm intensity category. However, it is interesting to

see that the top 10% of the 20-dBZ echo height in IC

RPFs for CAT35 hurricanes is the lowest, which is about

1.5 km lower than that for TSs and TDs. This is con-

sistent with the CDFs of minimum 85/37-GHz PCTs

shown in Fig. 3, which implies that extremely strong

convection is more often seen in TSs and TDs than in

hurricanes. The top 10% of the maximum near-surface

radar reflectivity in IC features is still the highest for

CAT35 hurricanes, followed by CAT12, TS, and TD

intensities.

From both Figs. 4a,b, the IC features maintain higher

altitudes at all dBZ thresholds. The IB exhibits the

clearest bright band at about 5 km (Fig. 4a), which is

seen by an increase in reflectivity followed by sharp

decreases in reflectivity with height, and is indicative of

stratiform rain. For clarification, since all the profiles in

Figs. 4a,b represent the maximum reflectivity, the strati-

form characteristics should be underrepresented. CZN02

separated stratiform and convective pixels in each TC

region to show that stratiform precipitation is most

readily found in the rainband regions and that convective

precipitation most commonly occurs in the cyclone core.

However, CZN02 indicated fairly similar slopes of re-

flectivity with height (their Fig. 4) for different TC re-

gions, whereas here it is found that the IC samples have

a slower decreased reflectivity with height comparedwith

IB and OB samples, especially at the upper level above

10 km, suggesting stronger convective intensity in that

level. Hence and Houze (2011) studied mature hurricane

eyewalls from 1998 to 2007 TRMM data and found them

to have the highest reflectivities, echo tops, and a rela-

tively uniform vertical profile of reflectivity compared

FIG. 4. (a) Median and (b) 90th percentile of vertical

profile of maximum radar reflectivity, and (c) CDFs of

PR 2A25 conditionally averaged rain rate in IC, IB, and

OB RPFs.
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with rainband regions. Consistent with their study,

Figs. 4a,b show that both the median and 90th percentile

profiles are the strongest in the IC region. However, al-

though the median profile has higher reflectivity in the

IB than the OB region, the 90th percentile profiles of the

IB and OB regions are almost comparable, with the IB

profile slightly stronger than the OB profile below about

8 km. For both the median and the 90th percentile pro-

files, the decrease immediately above the freezing level is

greatest for the IB region. This is consistent with the re-

sult from passive microwave ice scattering signatures

shown in Fig. 3.

Similar to the 2A12 rain-rate CDFs shown in Fig. 3g,

the CDFs of the PR 2A25 conditional mean rain rate

(Fig. 4c) are higher in IC features than IB features, and

IB features higher than OB features for each storm in-

tensity category. Also, as storm intensity increases, the

2A25 rain rate in IC and IB features increases accord-

ingly. Differences between IB and OB rain rates are less

pronounced in 2A25 than in 2A12. However, the mag-

nitudes of the 2A25 rain rate are almost a factor of 2

greater than TMI 2A12 rain-rate distributions. It is likely

that the differences in rain rate are inherentwithin the PR

2A25 and TMI 2A12 algorithms. Cecil andWingo (2009)

examined TC rain retrievals from four algorithms, in-

cluding version 6 of PR 2A25 and TMI 2A12, and found

that 2A25 produces the highest estimates when aver-

aged over the 0–100-km radius because it assigns much

higher rain rates, up to 100 mm h21 in grid boxes with

the heaviest rain. Estimates from the 2A12 algorithm

were the lowest, most often assigning grid boxes to the

5 mm h21 rain rate. Discrepancies were reduced when

averaged farther outward and in weaker tropical cy-

clones. The differences can also be attributed to pixel

size, as the higher resolution of PRdata better represents,

though not fully, the most heavily raining portions of

convective cells.

c. Lightning

To do the lightning analysis, our first concern is how to

select samples. There are two options: one is to use the

large PF sample set (with 1000-km2 size restriction;

Table 3) that is used in sections 3a and 3b and then select

PFs with lightning from the large PFs; the other is to

select PFs with lightning from all PFs without the size

restriction. Table 4 shows the number and percentage

of large and all TTPFs and RPFs containing at least one

flash in IC, IB, andOB regions. Slightly fewer TTPFs or

RPFs with lightning are found if selecting from large PF

samples. Only about 0.1% of features (28 out of 27 512

TTPFs, 111 out of 67 063 RPFs) below the 1000-km2 size

threshold have lightning, and these small features dis-

proportionately compose the OB sample. With the

1000-km2 size restriction, the percentage of features with

lightning is substantially greater for OB than for IB. That

difference goes awaywhen the size restriction is removed.

The difference in percentage of features with lightning

when comparing IC with either IB or OB is much larger

without the size restriction than with it. However, sim-

ilar trends are seen from both the total and large PF

samples: IC features tends to have a higher percentage

with lightning than IB andOB features. To be consistent

with previous TMI, VIRS, and PR analyses, we choose

to use large PFs with the 1000-km2 size restriction.

1) LIGHTNING VERSUS BRIGHTNESS

TEMPERATURE

Large TTPFs are used in this subsection to analyze the

relationship between lightning and brightness temper-

ature in IC, IB, and OB regions. There are 383, 337, and

1620 TTPFs with lightning in the IC, IB, andOB regions,

respectively (Table 4), which count for 11.5%, 7.3%, and

10.5% of the total large IC, IB, and OB features. These

lightning TTPFs are from 1772 TRMMorbits (snapshots)

TABLE 4. Number and percentage of large and all TTPFs and RPFs that contain at least one lightning flash in the IC, IB, and

OB TC regions.

IC IB OB Total

TTPF No. of large PFs 3332 4615 15 464 23 411

No. of large PFs with lightning 383 337 1620 2340

% of large PFs with lightning 11.5 7.3 10.5 10.0

RPF No. of large PFs 1243 1262 7476 9981

No. of large PFs with lightning 145 65 592 801

% of large PFs with lightning 11.6 5.2 7.9 8.0

TTPF No. of PFs 4701 7231 39 621 50 923

No. of PFs with lightning 383 338 1647 2368

% of PFs with lightning 9.4 4.7 4.2 4.7

RPF No. of PFs 3771 6737 66 536 77 044

No. of PFs with lightning 148 69 695 912

% of PFs with lightning 3.9 1.0 1.0 1.2
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of 676 TCs. Note that not all electrically active features

are represented in the TRMM dataset, just the ones that

managed to produce a flashwithin the relatively short 80-s

TRMM LIS view time. Only PFs over ocean are in-

cluded in this study.

Table 5 presents the total lightning flash counts and

flash density in terms of various aspects of sample size in

large IC, IB, andOBTTPFs for different storm intensity

categories [i.e., CAT35, CAT12, TS, TD, and all tropical

cyclones (ALL)]. The total flash count in the IC TTPFs

is slightly more than that in IB TTPFs, but a factor of 7–8

less than that in theOBTTPFs for all TCs. However, it is

the flash density instead of the total flash count that is

a good indicator of lightning production. Figure 5 shows

the flash count per 2A12 raining area, flash count per

2A12 volumetric rain, and flash counts per area of

85-GHz PCT, 250 and 225 K for large IC, IB, and OB

TTPFs for different storm intensity categories. Detailed

values plotted in Fig. 5 are also shown in Table 5. After

normalizing the flash counts by the 2A12 raining area

(Fig. 5a; column 4 in Table 5), lightning production for

features in the IC region is a factor of 2–3 higher than

that in the OB region for major hurricanes, tropical

storms, and tropical depressions. The only exception is

for category-1–2 hurricanes, where the lightning pro-

duction in IC TTPFs is similar to that in OB TTPFs.

The IB TTPFs produce about a factor of 4 (2) less light-

ning flashes per 2A12 raining area than the IC (OB)

TTPFs for all TCs on average.However, this factor varies

dramatically for different TC intensity groups. In major

hurricanes, the lightning production in IB TTPFs is ex-

tremely low and 28 times lower than in IC TTPFs, while

in other TC intensity categories, it is about a factor of 3–4

lower than that in IC TTPFs. This is the same as the re-

sults shown in Yokoyama and Takayabu (2008), who

found a large rain yield per flash in the inner band, es-

pecially for stronger TCs.

The smaller lightning flash density in the IB is also

consistent with the results of some other previous stud-

ies (Molinari et al. 1999; Cecil et al. 2002; Abarca et al.

2011). However, Molinari et al. (1999) found flash rate

density to be 2–3 times greater for the 200–300-km-radius

region (corresponding to the OB region in this study)

than for the 0–60-km-radius region (corresponding to

the IC region in this study). CZN02 documented similar

statistics and showed that lightning production in the

eyewall region is comparable to that in the outer rain-

band region. Since they used a sample size equal to only

about 2% of the sample size used in this study, the

difference might be mainly due to lack of representa-

tion of CZN02’s sample. It is also possible that CZN02’s

sample is biased to have many more category-1–2 hurri-

canes thanmajor hurricanes. The difference between this

study and Molinari et al. (1999) might result from an in-

creased ratio of in-cloud versus cloud-to-ground lightning

flashes in the inner core, although we have no evidence

for or against such a difference in that ratio. It could also

result from the location difference. This study is for over

5000TRMMsnapshots of about 900 TCs over ocean only,

whereas Molinari et al. was for a longer duration of ob-

servations of only 9 hurricanes near land.

Besides the raining area, additional parameters are

used to normalize the flash counts in Fig. 5 and Table 5.

The 2A12 volumetric rain (Fig. 5b; column 5 in Table 5)

TABLE 5. Total lightning flash counts and flash counts per 2A12 raining area, 2A12 volumetric rain, and areas of 85-GHz PCT , 250

and 225 K in large IC, IB, and OB TTPFs for different TC intensity stages (i.e., CAT35, CAT12, TS, TD, and ALL).

No. of large

TTPFs

No. of large

TTPFs

with lightning

Total flash

count

Flash count per

2A12 raining

area (106 km2)

Flash count per

2A12 volumetric rain

(106 mm h21 km2)

Flash count

per 85-GHz

PCT , 250-K

area (105 km2)

Flash count

per 85-GHz

PCT , 225-K

area (105 km2)

CAT35 IC 353 74 415 58.1 7.0 11.3 29.8

IB 463 21 54 2.1 0.5 0.7 3.7

OB 1715 227 2110 18.2 6.0 8.7 51.0

CAT12 IC 662 53 256 18.6 3.2 5.3 15.7

IB 822 49 174 4.7 1.2 1.8 9.2

OB 2878 315 3335 18.5 6.3 9.2 49.8

TS IC 1258 152 899 44.1 9.6 15.9 40.9

IB 1748 159 909 18.8 5.2 8.0 28.0

OB 5708 617 6605 23.3 8.1 11.9 55.6

TD IC 1059 104 732 54.6 13.7 21.1 57.7

IB 1582 108 512 16.3 5.1 7.4 27.8

OB 5163 461 4385 17.8 6.0 8.8 37.3

ALL IC 3332 383 2302 42.1 8.0 13.1 35.5

IB 4615 337 1649 11.6 3.1 4.5 19.6

OB 15 464 1620 16 435 19.9 6.8 9.9 47.6
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combines the effects from the raining area and pre-

cipitation intensity. The area of 85-GHz PCT , 250 K

(Fig. 5c; column 6 in Table 5) indicates a moderate rain

rate (3 mm h21; Spencer et al. 1989), while the area of

85-GHz PCT , 225 K (Fig. 5d; column 7 in Table 5)

indicates convection (Mohr and Zipser 1996a,b). The

flash count in IC TTPFs per 2A12 volumetric rain (Fig.

8b; column 5 of Table 6) is slightly (a factor of 2) higher

than that in OB TTPFs for major hurricanes and

tropical storms (tropical depressions), but is a factor of

2 lower than that in OB TTPFs for category-1–2 hur-

ricanes. The lightning production in IB TTPFs per

2A12 volumetric rain is about 14 (2.5, 2, and 3) times

lower than that in IC TTPFs and 12 (5, 1.5, and 1.2)

times lower than that in OB TTPFs for major hurricanes

(category-1–2 hurricanes, tropical storms, and tropical

depressions, respectively). For the weaker convective

constraints (or precipitating constraints), for example,

the area of 85-GHz PCT , 250 K (Fig. 5c; column 6 in

Table 5), the difference in lightning productions of IC,

IB, and OB features in different TC intensity stages is

similar to that found by using the 2A12 raining area as

the normalizing parameter. However, for the stronger

convective constraints, for example, the area of 85-GHz

PCT, 225 K (Fig. 5d; column 7 in Table 5), the lightning

production for features in the OB region is about

a factor of ;1.5–3 higher (a factor of 1.5 lower) than

that in the IC region for hurricanes and tropical storms

(tropical depressions). Flashes per convective area in

IB TTPFs are a factor of 8 (1.7, 1.5, and 2) fewer than

those in IC TTPFs for major hurricanes (category-1–2

hurricanes, tropical storms, and tropical depressions).

With development from the tropical storm to hurricane

to major hurricane stage, lightning becomes more and

more suppressed in the inner band region. It is also

noticeable from Fig. 5 that the lightning production

is the lowest for category-1–2 (3–5) hurricanes in the IC

(IB) TTPFs. Not much dependence on storm inten-

sity is seen for the lightning production in OB TTPFs.

This implies that the OB region is representative of

the background non-TC environment as proposed by

Molinari et al. (1994).

For the TTPFs with lightning, the fraction of total

lightning flash counts as a function of the feature’s mini-

mum 85- and 37-GHz PCTs in the IC, IB, andOB regions

is examined (Fig. 6). Lightning occurs in a wide spectrum

of the TC precipitation feature’s minimum PCT values

(e.g., minimum 85-GHz PCT between 50 and 250 K and

minimum 37-GHz PCT between 130 and 280 K). In the

IC region (Fig. 6a), there are more flashes in features

FIG. 5. Flash count per (a) 2A12 raining area, (b) 2A12 volumetric rain, (c) area of 85-GHz PCT , 250 K,

and (d) area of 85-GHz PCT , 225 K for large IC, IB, and OB TTPFs for different storm intensity categories

(i.e., CAT35, CAT12, TS, TD, and ALL).
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having colder minimumPCT values. Flashes are mainly

concentrated in IC features with minimum 85-GHz

PCT ranging between 50 and 100 K andminimum 37-GHz

PCT ranging between 180 and 220 K. In the IB region

(Fig. 6b), themaximumflash concentration is also located

in features with colder minimum PCT values (e.g., the

minimum 85-GHz PCT ranging between 50 and 120 K

and the minimum 37-GHz PCT ranging between 140 and

230 K). Instead, flashes inOBTTPFs (Fig. 6c) are mainly

concentrated within features with moderate PCTs, for

example, the minimum 85-GHz PCT ranging between

100 and 150 K and the minimum 37-GHz PCT ranging

between 220 and 250 K.

Thresholds for lightning occurrence in terms of mi-

crowave brightness temperature or radar reflectivity in

different weather regimes have been examined by many

previous studies (Toracinta et al. 2002; Cecil et al. 2005;

Xu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011, 2012). Their results show

that thresholds vary among different weather regimes

and land versus ocean. Probabilities of lightning at the

given minimum 85- and 37-GHz PCTs are examined for

IC, IB, and OB TTPFs in Fig. 7. It is found that the

probability of lightning varies substantially among differ-

ent TC regions. With the same minimum 85- and 37-GHz

PCTs, OB features tend to have the highest possibility of

lightning production, while the IC region features have

the lowest. For example, whenminimum 85-GHz PCT is

near 150 K, more than 37% of OB features produce

lightning, while less than 23% (14%) of IB (IC) features

do. When minimum 37-GHz PCT is near 235 K, more

than 70% of OB features produce lightning, while less

than 42% of IC and IB features do. This is consistent

with what is seen in Fig. 6 and the last column of Table 5;

that is, OB features tend to have high lightning pro-

duction in warmer minimum PCT ranges and produce

more lightning per unit convective area than IC and

IB features. Probabilities of lightning as a function of

minimum 85- and 37-GHz PCTs for generic tropical

oceanic TTPFs from 11 yr (1998–2009) of TRMM data

are also plotted in Fig. 7 for comparison. The tropical

oceanic curves are similar to OB curves, which sup-

ports the idea that the OB region is similar to the

background environment (Molinari et al. 1994; Houze

2010).

2) LIGHTNING VERSUS REFLECTIVITY

Large RPFs are used in this subsection to analyze the

relationship between lightning and reflectivity in IC, IB,

and OB regions. As shown in Table 4, there are 145, 65,

and 592 large RPFs with lightning in the IC, IB, and OB

regions, respectively, as observed by the TRMM LIS in

the PR swath. There are 11.6%, 5.2%, and 7.9% of large

IC, IB, and OB features with lightning.

Similar to Table 5 discussed in the previous subsection,

Table 6 presents the total lightning flash counts and flash

density in terms of various aspects of sample size in large

IC, IB, and OB RPFs for different storm intensity cate-

gories. Figure 8 shows the flash count per 2A25 raining

area, flash count per 2A25 volumetric rain, flash count per

area of near-surface reflectivity$20 dBZ, and flash count

per 2A23 convective area for large IC, IB, andOBTTPFs

for different storm intensity categories. These parameters

are similar to the parameters used in Fig. 5 and Table 5.

Detailed values plotted inFig. 8 are also shown inTable 6.

TABLE 6. Total lightning flash counts and flash counts per 2A25 raining area, 2A25 volumetric rain, area of near-surface reflectivity$20 dBZ,

and 2A23 convective area in large IC, IB, and OB RPFs for different TC intensity stages (i.e., CAT35, CAT12, TS, TD, and ALL).

No. of large

RPFs

No. of large

RPFs with

lightning

Total flash

count

Flash count per

2A25 raining

area (106 km2)

Flash count

per 2A25

volumetric rain

(106 mm h21 km2)

Flash count

per near-surface

reflectivity $20-dBZ

area (105 km2)

Flash count per

2A23 convective

area (105 km2)

CAT35 IC 336 60 356 112.9 7.1 18.0 59.3

IB 526 12 33 4.1 0.6 0.7 5.0

OB 1174 157 1053 51.7 11.7 9.4 42.9

CAT12 IC 617 34 124 24.0 2.2 3.8 14.5

IB 865 28 94 8.8 1.4 1.4 9.7

OB 2456 226 1531 53.4 11.8 9.5 45.4

TS IC 457 50 346 94.6 11.5 13.1 64.5

IB 444 26 132 30.7 5.3 5.1 26.6

OB 2507 205 1474 55.6 12.5 9.9 44.8

TD IC 356 38 341 136.4 22.2 19.1 98.8

IB 425 29 240 76.8 15.0 13.0 63.3

OB 2569 191 1543 63.2 14.4 11.2 46.4

ALL IC 1243 144 954 86.6 8.7 11.9 55.8

IB 1262 65 403 28.4 4.7 4.7 27.3

OB 7476 592 4457 56.9 12.7 10.1 45.1
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After normalizing the flash counts by the 2A25 raining

area (Fig. 8a; column 4 in Table 6), lightning production

for features in the IC region is about a factor of 2–3 higher

than that in the OB region for major hurricanes, tropical

storms, and tropical depressions. However, for category-

1–2 hurricanes, the lightning production in IC RPFs

is a factor of 2 lower than that in OB RPFs. The IC and

OB values were comparable to each other in the corre-

sponding part of Table 5, for flashes per 2A12 raining

area in category-1–2 hurricanes. This inconsistencymight

be due to 1) the truncation effect of the narrow PR

swath—the sample size is down to about 100 flashes,

and 2) the difference in raining area detection in the

TMI 2A12 and PR 2A25 algorithms. Similar to what

has been found in Fig. 8a and Table 6 for TTPFs, the IB

RPFs produce about a factor of 4 (2) less lightning

flashes per 2A25 raining area than the IC (OB) RPFs

for all TCs on average, with the factor being much

higher for major hurricanes. The lightning production

in IC features per 2A25 volumetric rain amount (Fig. 8b;

column 5 of Table 6) is about 1.5 times lower (2 times

higher) than that in OB (IB) features for all TCs on av-

erage. The reverse of flashes per volumetric rain amount

between IC andOBRPFs as compared to TTPFs is likely

due to the difference between 2A25 and 2A12 rainfall

retrievals. As pointed out by Cecil and Wingo (2009),

version 6 of the 2A12 algorithm tends to underestimate

the TC rain rate relative to version 6 of the 2A25 al-

gorithm, especially for the inner core region. The area

of near-surface reflectivity$20 dBZ per flash and 2A23

convective-certain area per flash are presented in

Figs. 8c,d, and the second to last and last columns of

Table 6. For both of these constraints, the lightning pro-

duction of IC features is about 1.5–2 times higher than

that for OB features for all TCs except for category-

1–2 hurricanes in which the opposite is true. The light-

ning production for features in the IB region is about

a factor of 2 (1.5) lower than that in the IC (OB) region

on average. The difference of flashes per convective area

between TTPFs (Fig. 5d; last column of Table 5) and

RPFs (Fig. 8d; last column of Table 6) is likely due to the

bias of the version-6 2A23 convective area identification

(Yokoyama and Takayabu 2008). It might also be due to

the smaller sample size of RPFs in the PR swath than

TTPFs in the TMI swath.

The vertical profiles of maximum radar reflectivity for

RPFs with lightning in each TC region are presented in

Fig. 9. The 50th percentile of maximum radar reflectivity

in the IC RPFs with lightning is even stronger than the

80th percentile and only slightly weaker than the 90th

percentile in IB and OB RPFs with lightning. It shows

that to produce lightning, IC features must have much

stronger radar echoes than those in the IB and OB re-

gions. Compared to Figs. 4a,b, the median profiles for

features with lightning have only slightly lower values

than the 90th percentile profiles for all large RPFs. The

10th percentile profiles for features with lightning even

have slightly higher reflectivities than the median pro-

files from all large RPFs.

Figure 10 shows the probability of lightning inRPFs as

a function of maximum reflectivity at 6, 8, 10, and 12 km.

Thresholds required for high probability (.60%) are

different for different TC regions. For example, an IC

feature’s maximum radar reflectivity at 6 kmmust reach

48 dBZ to have a lightning probability higher than 60%.

However, the maximum radar reflectivity at 6 km

needed for an OB (IB) feature to have the same light-

ning probability is only 41 (45) dBZ. The differences

between IC, IB, and OB regions are slightly smaller (but

still evident) when considering lightning probability as

a function of reflectivity at higher altitudes. Figure 10

also indicates that features in the OB region have

FIG. 6. Fraction of total lightning flash counts for large (a) IC,

(b) IB, and (c) OB TTPFs with lightning as a function of minimum

85-GHz PCT andminimum37-GHz PCT (in 5-K bins). The number

of flashes in each PCT bin is totaled and then normalized by total

flash counts in all PFs with lightning in each TC region, respec-

tively. The unit of the color table is 1024. The sum of all values in

(a)–(c) is 1.
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a higher lightning probability for almost any given re-

flectivity value at different altitudes than those in IC and

OB regions. Probabilities of lightning as a function of

maximum radar reflectivity at a given altitude for ge-

neric tropical oceanic RPFs from 11 yr (1998–2009) of

TRMM data are also plotted in Fig. 10 for comparison.

The tropical oceanic curves are almost overlapped with

OB curves. As shown in Fig. 7, this supports the notion

that the OB region is similar to the background envi-

ronment (Molinari et al. 1994; Houze 2010).

The IC region’s lower probability of having lightning

as a function of reflectivity at a given height can partly be

attributed to the TC warm core. Temperature is a more

appropriate vertical coordinate for this type of analysis,

as used by Liu et al. (2012). The 6-km level in the IC

region might be a few degrees warmer (therefore, lower

FIG. 7. Fraction of PFs with lightning as a function of the feature’s (a) minimum 85-GHz PCT and (b) minimum

37-GHz PCT for large IC, IB, and OB TTPFs. The same lightning probabilities for generic tropical oceanic TTPFs

are indicated for comparison (see text for details).

FIG. 8. Flash count per (a) 2A25 raining area, (b) 2A25 volumetric rain, (c) area of PR near-surface reflectivity

$20 dBZ, and (d) 2A23 convective area for large IC, IB, and OB RPFs for different storm intensity categories.
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in the mixed-phase layer) than the 6-km level in the IB or

OB region. Unfortunately, we cannot convert from alti-

tude to temperature coordinates without reliable esti-

mates of the vertical temperature profiles inside each TC.

4. Conclusions

Using TRMM passive microwave radiometer, IR, ra-

dar, and lightning data, this study has created a database

of global TC IC, IB, and OB regions and intercompared

the convective and rainfall properties of precipitation

features in these distinct TC regions for different TC in-

tensity categories.

It is found that the OB region has a much higher per-

centage of relatively small features than IC and IB re-

gions. The IB region has more large features than the IC

and OB regions. Strong convective signatures are more

often found in the IC region, less often in the IB region,

and least often in the OB region when examining fea-

tures of a size greater than 1000 km2. This is seen in the

vertical profiles of maximum radar reflectivity, mini-

mum 85/37-GHz PCT, and IR brightness temperature.

However, at the very strong end of the convective spec-

trum, the magnitude of the ice scattering signature in OB

features tends to be comparable and even stronger than

that in IC features. As noted in previous studies, the IB

region is dominated by stratiform rain and rather weak

convection, which is also seen in this study. Therefore, the

results shown here are consistent with previous studies

using TRMM (CZN02; Hence and Houze 2011), aircraft

radar (Szoke et al. 1986), and the updraft magnitude

(Jorgensen et al. 1985; Black et al. 1996). An interesting

finding of this study, by comparing IC features in different

TC intensity categories, is that extremely strong convec-

tion ismore often seen in TSs and TDs than in hurricanes.

By examining both TMI 2A12 and PR 2A25 rain re-

trievals, features in the IC region are found to have

higher conditionally averaged rain rates than features in

the IB and OB regions, while those of the IB region re-

main higher than those of the OB region. This is consis-

tent with previous studies that found a decrease of the

mean rain rate as the radial distance from the TC center

increases (Rodgers et al. 2001; Lonfat et al. 2004; Jiang

et al. 2008; Wingo and Cecil 2010).

For features with the 1000-km2 size restriction, the

percentage with lightning in the IC region is higher than

the percentage found in the OB region, which is higher

than that in the IB region. The flash density when nor-

malized by the raining area is about 2–3 times higher in

IC features than that in OB features for all TCs except

category-1–2 hurricanes, in which the flash density is

comparable for IC and OB features. The flash count per

raining area in IB features is a factor of 2 (4) lower than

that in OB (IC) features for all TC intensity categories

on average. This confirms the bimodal radial distribution

of flash density as suggested by Molinari et al. (1999).

However, the stronger maximum in the inner core and

the weaker maximum in the outer rainband found in this

study are different than the results of eitherMolinari et al.

1999 or CZN02. When normalized by the area occupied

by convection, the lightning flash density is either slightly

higher in IC features than OB features or vice versa,

depending on using either the RPF or TTPF dataset, al-

though the flash density in IB features is always lower

than that in IC or OB features.

The probability of a feature having lightning begins to

increase as the minimum 85- (37) GHz PCT decreases

below about 210 (270) K in the OB region or 180

(255) K in the IC and IB regions.Within these brightness

temperatures, an OB feature is more likely to have

a lightning flash than an IC or IB feature for the same

given minimum of 85- or 37-GHz PCT. OB features

have about a 10%–25% higher likelihood of lightning

for a given maximum dBZ at 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-km al-

titudes than IC and IB features. This result is consistent

with the speculation of Cecil and Zipser (2002) that the

OB region has more supercooled liquid water than the

IC and IB regions, and is thought to be representative of

the background non-TC environment (Molinari et al.

1994; Houze 2010). Since the OB region is more con-

ducive to producing lightning for a given convective

intensity (as measured by the ice scattering signature or

radar reflectivity) than the IC region, combined with the

fact that the flash density (as per raining area) is higher

in IC features than that in OB features, it is concluded

that the convective intensity in the IC region tends to be

FIG. 9. The 10th, 30th, 50th, 80th, and 90th percentiles of vertical

profile of maximum radar reflectivity for large IC, IB, and OB

RPFs with lightning.
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stronger than that in theOB region. An unexplained and

noteworthy exception is that the IC region of category-

1–2 hurricanes has substantially less lightning than the

IC region in stronger or weaker TCs.
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